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Article

Mobile@game cultures:
The place of urban mobile
gaming

Larissa Hjorth
RMIT University, Australia

Abstract
As we look over the last decade, the obvious shifts that can be gleaned are the erosions of once
distinct categories such as ‘hardcore’ versus ‘casual’ gamer. Instead, we have witnessed an
inversion whereby mobile games, once categorized as ‘casual’, became ‘serious’ and now casual
again. With the ubiquity of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and location aware services along
with the transformation of the mobile phone into the multi-mode mobile media, the capacity
for mobile location-aware games to teach us new types of experience of place and sketch new car-
tographies for place has burgeoned. By traversing the online and offline simultaneously through
haptic (touch) screens, the possibilities for mobile gaming to teach us new ways of experiencing
place upon various levels – that is, not just as a physical geography but technologically, emotionally,
psychologically – is endless. In this article I explore the various forms of urban mobile gaming, espe-
cially around the experiential and experimental types such as location-based mobile gaming. I focus
upon a case study of the Korean mobile game group, Dotplay, in order to flesh out some of the
ways in which place reflects, and is inflected by, mobile gaming.

Keywords
Korea, mobile gaming, mobile media, place

In the cartography of convergent 21st-century media, mobile media have featured prominently.

Accompanying the transition of mobile phones into mobile media has been the rise of mobile gam-

ing. Just as the mobile media encompasses a range of affordances, practices and modes of co-

presence, so too has mobile gaming grown with more possibilities. With the growth in location

awareness and Global Positioning System (GPS) part of the everyday mobile media experience,

how we experience, imagine and navigate the online with physical spaces has shifted. This has

allowed for multiple cartographies of a sense of space in which the geographic and physical is

overlaid with the electronic, the emotional and the social.
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As we look over the last decade, the obvious shifts that can be gleaned are the erosions of once

distinct categories such as ‘hardcore’ versus ‘casual’ gamer. Instead, we have witnessed an

inversion whereby mobile games, once categorized as ‘casual’, became ‘serious’ and then casual

again. With the ubiquity of GPS and location aware services along with the transformation of the

mobile phone into the multi-mode mobile media, the capacity for mobile location-aware games

to teach us new types of experience of place and sketch new cartographies for place has

burgeoned.

With the burgeoning of networked and ubiquitous technologies, how we experience a sense

of place and locality is being redefined. Today, almost all mobile phones come with GPS –

highlighting a new relationship between the online and offline experience of place.

Mobile, networked technologies not only transform how we understand place in everyday life,

they also remind us that place is more than just physical geographic location. More importantly,

places are constructed by an ongoing accumulation of stories, memories, and social practices

(Harvey, 2001; Massey, 1993; Soja, 1989). This is particularly the case within the realm of

urban mobile gaming, which seeks to challenge everyday conventions and routines that shape

the cityscape.

Once associated with casual flash-based games (2D graphics) on mobile phones or early gen-

eration mobile consoles such as Game & Watch or Game Boy, mobile games have now grown

and developed into a variety of innovative game genres. These genres include urban (‘Big

Games’), location-aware (LAMG)/location-based (LBMG), and hybrid reality games. For the

purposes of clarity in this article, ‘urban mobile games’ refers to all these different types of game

and diverse gaming practices. Through advances in ubiquitous technologies, the rise of urban

mobile games has been encouraged by ready access to geomobile applications that are available

on most new mobile phones (third generation [3G] – known as ‘mobile with internet’ – onwards).

The various types of geomobile software provide new ways of experiencing and defining the

urban – transforming the familiar and everyday into new and exciting possibilities of play (de

Souza e Silva and Hjorth, 2009; Jungnickel, 2004), as well as rendering the mobile phone user

into either a player or a game maker.

Apart from the obvious rapid expansion of mobile game applications for networked mobile media

like the iPhone, mobile gaming has also expanded into other avenues for exploration and experi-

mentation outside mainstream markets. In particular, location-aware mobile gaming – such as Pac-

Manhattan (this urban game transforms the streets of New York into the retro 1980s game), or the

pioneering work conducted by UK collaborative group, Blast Theory – has seen the emergence of

types of games that reflect new possibilities for play between online and offline spaces. Location-

aware and hybrid reality mobile games highlight that urban spaces, and movement through them, can

be inherently playful (de Souza e Silva and Hjorth, 2009) – a feature that has often been forgotten in

video games (Mäyrä, 2003). This oversight has begun to be addressed through the rise of sandbox

games that seek to locate the social and community through a sense of place.

In this article I explore the various forms of urban mobile gaming, especially around the

experiential and experimental types such as LBMG. In order to do so I begin by outlining some

ways of the conceptual models and approaches being deployed within urban mobile gaming

research. I then go on to discuss the different types of urban mobile games, and some of the

pioneering examples in these genres. This is concluded with a case study of an urban mobile

gaming collective, the Korean group Dotplay. Dotplay provides us with a detailed example of

the way hacking and subversion of place and politics are integral to urban mobile gaming

tactics.
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Conceptualizing approaches to mobile urban gaming

Apart from the obvious rapid expansion of mobile game applications for networked mobile media

like the iPhone, mobile gaming has also expanded into other avenues for exploration and

experimentation outside mainstream markets. In particular, location-aware and hybrid reality

mobile gaming has grown – creating new possibilities for play between online and offline spaces.

With the ability to negotiate simultaneously various online and offline spaces, along with senses

such as the haptic, mobile urban gaming is transforming how we think about gaming, play and

mobility.

With this recent and quickly changing field of research there is a need to conceptualize some of

the ways in which urban mobile gaming is being discussed and contextualized. Some approaches

have argued that play within urban spaces can best be understood with reference to three historical

analogies (de Souza e Silva and Hjorth, 2009). Firstly, there is the transformation from the 19th-

century formation of Charles Baudelaire’s flâneur (the wanderer of the modern city) into what

Robert Luke (2006) calls the ‘phoneur’ (the user as part of the informational network flows con-

stituting contemporary urbanity). The flâneur, best encapsulated by Walter Benjamin’s discussion

of Baudelaire’s essay on painting (1927), has been defined as an important symbol of Paris and

modernity as it moved into 19th-century urbanity. Thanks to the restructuring of one-third of the

small streets into boulevards by Baron Hausmann, Paris of the 19th century took on a new sense of

place and space. If the flâneur epitomized modernism and the rise of the 19th-century city, then for

Luke (2006), the phoneur is the 21st-century extension of this tradition as the icon of modernity.

According to Adriana de Souza e Silva and Hjorth (2009), a second analogy that we might draw

on to understand gaming in urban space is to make reference to the 1960s Situationist International

(SI) subversive activity of the dérive. For Guy Débord, dérive is a type of drifting through a

geographic space that radically revises the usual motives and actions one generally uses whilst

moving through urban spaces. This invention was an important strategy to challenge the increasing

commercialization Débord viewed within everyday Parisian life. By disrupting naturalized notions

of place, the dérive rewrites the experience of the city. In an extension of the dérive, contemporary

urban mobile games can also be viewed as converting and altering the urban and the everyday.

Finally, de Souza e Silva and Hjorth suggest that we might understand contemporary mobile

urban gaming by drawing an analogy with the spirit and practice of the contemporary French wall

sub-culture called Parkour. Invented by David Belle in a revision of martial art and military moves,

Parkour sees the city as a series of physical obstacles to be overcome. The art of Parkour – though

the act of the traceur (the person doing Parkour) – can be a mode for new ways of experiencing a

city and its temporal spatiality. These are the new exercises of the urban that challenge conven-

tional notions of urban cartographies and bounded spaces. The radical reinscription and rewriting

posed by urban mobile games can be seen to parallel and enact Parkour through mobile media tech-

nologies. Through contemporary examples of urban games, LBGM, and hybrid reality games, we

can learn much about changing definitions and experiences of the urban, mobility, and a sense of

place (de Souza e Silva and Hjorth, 2009).

By way of contrast with these three analogies that focus on the physical spaces of the city, other

researchers have emphasized the interaction between the senses and media technologies. One way

of comprehending these new economies of screen engagement is through conceptualizing the

visual cultures of the 20th century in the light of 21st-century haptic screen cultures. For Chris

Chesher, gaming is not an engagement of the gaze, nor the glance, but rather somewhere

in-between – what he characterizes as the ‘glaze’ (2004). According to John Ellis (1982),
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20th-century media, like TV or film, were predicated on types of ‘packaged media’ engagement –

in which TV was ordered around the domestic engagement of the ‘glance,’ whereas film deployed

the gaze (Ellis, 1982).

Alternatively, Chesher argues that games call upon an in-between form of sensory experience,

the glaze. As a conflation between the gaze and the glance, games straddle and remediate older

media practices through their interactive, conversational form. Identifying three types of glaze

spaces – the glazed over (game immersion), sticky (holding the player within a visceral immersion

that is hard to interrupt), and identity-reflective (whereby the player can multitask, slipping

between game and other worlds) – Chesher argues these three ‘dimensions’ of the glaze move

beyond a visual orientation, also drawing on the other senses such as aural (hearing) and haptic

(touch). For example, console games are ‘sticky’ – that is, they hold the player to the screen via

a visual link to a virtual space, while also emphasizing that link with a haptic attachment to the

hand-controller and peripherals. Casual gamers must deliberately avoid this ‘stickiness’ so that

they are perpetually ready to resume their temporarily interrupted activities. These different modes

of engagement come into further question and expansion via urban mobile games. Indeed, there is

still much to be elaborated upon within this area of research (de Souza e Silva and Sutko, 2009).

The sensibilities of the flâneur, of dérive, and of Parkour, and the new media practices of the

glaze, come together in innovative mobile urban games-as-art. Much of the experimentation and

exploration of mobile media artwork has taken the form of hybrid reality and LBGM (Davis, 2005;

de Souza e Silva, 2006, 2004; de Souza e Silva and Delacruz, 2006) as they challenge the role of

co-presence and everyday life; forging questions around the boundaries between the virtual and

actual, online and offline, haptic (touch) and cerebral (mind), delay and immediacy (Hjorth,

2008, 2009). Examples include the Pac-Manhattan (US), Proboscis’s Urban Tapestries (UK), Blast

Theory (UK), aware (FIN), Mogi game (JP), and INP (Interactive and Practice) Urban vibe (SK).

In these projects we can gain insight into some of the possibilities of games, which is to challenge

our sense of place and play. These projects also highlight the relationship between games studies

and new media discourses – a synergy exemplified by work of Mexican new media artist, Rafael

Lazano Hemmer. In the next section, I therefore explore different forms of urban mobile gaming

and art, and consider the questions they raise for the development of mobile media gaming, and in

turn, what this reflects about the possibilities and limits of games.

The game of being mobile: Types of mobile games

While the burgeoning of haptic technologies in networked mobile media such as the iPhone may

seem recent, they actually have their basis in experimental urban mobile games genres such as

LBMG and pervasive gaming. In this section I investigate some of the various types of urban

mobile gaming, as well as explore some key examples. As an area often dubbed ‘urban games’,

‘pervasive games’, or ‘location-aware’ gaming, mobile games such as LBMG/LAMG involve the

use of GPS that allows games to be played simultaneously online and offline. For Mäyrä (2003),

gaming has always involved place and mobility, and yet it is precisely this key feature that is

missing in most current videogames, especially single player genres. Mäyrä points to the possi-

bilities of pervasive (location-aware) gaming as not only testing our imagination and creativity, but

also questioning our ideas of what constitutes reality and what it means to be co-present and vir-

tual. By using both online and offline spaces, pervasive games can offer new ways of experiencing

place, play, and identity. In this section I therefore explore the three main areas of urban mobile

games through some examples. Firstly, we begin with urban games (Big Games), then go on to
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consider location-based/location-aware games (LBGM, LAGM). The section concludes by

considering the implications of hybrid reality games.

Big Games

The notion of ‘Big Games’ does not so much relate to the size of game pieces, but rather it has more

to do with the role of people and the importance of place in the navigation of co-presence in urban

spaces. These projects serve to remind us of the importance of locality and its relationship to prac-

tices of co-presence. Co-presence can entail people being in different spaces and states simultane-

ously – a phenomenon that ICTs help further to extend. The potentiality of ‘Big Games’ to expose

and comment on the practices of co-presence – traversing virtual and actual, here and there – in

contemporary media cultures has gained much attention. Big Games highlight some of the key

forms of co-presence of everyday life that have been exemplified in mobile media projects such

as LBGM. The forms of co-presence include: virtual and actual, online and offline, cerebral and

haptic, delay and immediacy.

A New York based game designer who has been involved in such pivotal projects as Pac-

Manhattan, Frank Lantz (2006) argues that LBGM – or ‘Big Games’ – will play a pivotal role

in the future of gaming. Big Games are, for Lantz, ‘large-scale, real-world games that occupy

urban streets and other public spaces and combine the richness, complexity, and procedural depth

of digital media with physical activity and face-to-face social interaction’ (Lantz, 2006). As Lantz

notes, the precursors to Big Games were undoubtedly the art movements of the 1960s such as hap-

penings (impromptu art events in public spaces), and the Situationist International (SI) tactics such

as dérive discussed in the previous section, that served to interrupt/disrupt everyday practices. He

also signposts the significance of the US version of the SI in the form of New Games Movement. In

response to the Vietnam War and the dramatic social and political changes of the 1970s (such as

energy crisis, civil rights, feminism), Stewart Brand and others established the New Games Move-

ment. This movement, paralleled by environmental art projects such as Buckminster Fuller’s

World Game, Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty, and Christo’s Valley Curtain, highlighted the impor-

tant role-play and games served in political commentary and change.

Alternatively, the development of urban mobile games can be compared to the trend in con-

temporary art from the 1990s that French curator and critic Nicolas Bourriaud dubbed ‘relational

aesthetics’ (2002). As Bourriard observed, ‘relational aesthetics’ dominated the international art

scene from the 1990s onwards, and emphasized locality, the de-institutionalization of installation,

and the ‘international,’ in favour of the vernacular and local. These factors – vernacular and local –

are central in the practice of urban mobile games. Urban games use the city space as the game

board by offering multiplayer games that are played out in the streets and city. Three projects that

exemplify Gig Games are B.U.G (Big Urban Game), Pac-Manhattan, and ‘Shoot me if you can’.

In B.U.G (2003), the streets of Minneapolis and St. Paul became the game space. As a five-day

event that spanned 200 square miles, B.U.G pitted three teams against each other as they raced

conspicuous 25-foot tall red, yellow, and blue inflatable game pieces across the terrain to the finish

line. Their game choices and moves were orchestrated by public decisions registered on the B.U.G.

website. The aim of B.U.G. was for teams to visit all the sites in the ‘game space’ in the quickest

time. The spectacle of the big inflatable game piece created disruption wherever they went – akin

to the dérive tactics of SI. People stopped and stared as streets, once full of movement, froze.

A key feature of Big Games is the way in which the game space interrupts the flows of everyday

urban life. Colour, spectacle, and movement come together in Big Games within the urban
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environment. One of the most infamous urban games was Pac-Manhattan. The original Pac Man

was a simple puzzle game involving Pac Man being chased by ghosts whilst trying to eat all the

fruit and get to the end. Based in New York in 2004, Pac-Manhattan drew on the retro-power

of Pac Man outside his normal virtual world and placed him in the real-world context of New York

urbanity. Consisting of a person dressed as Pac-Man (wearing yellow), trying to avoid being

‘eaten’ by other people (ghosts and so on) dressed in various primary colours, and safely making

it home, the task of the game was further complicated by the fact that the street runners were

actually operating as avatars for virtual players located elsewhere. The avatar runners had

walkie-talkies through which they received directions by players elsewhere who were working

from virtual maps (with GPS tracking). The disjuncture between the virtual and the actual game

spaces provided great spontaneity and further extended the sense of play and urban disruption –

often involving passing pedestrians. Here we are reminded of parkour and dérive tactics in disrupt-

ing urban life. As with all the urban games, even when the same game is played again it will never

result in the same gameplay; instead, it is at the mercy of the contingencies of place. Each place

provides a different template with new temporal, spatial, and ethnographic flavours that mix to

transform the gameplay. Each time the game is played it affords another route of urban traffic and

pace through a specific social fabric that responds differently each time.

‘Shoot me if you can’ was part of a set of mobile games entitled Urban Vibe (2005) conducted

by Korean interdisciplinary collaborative group, INP, in Seoul. Orchestrated through the South

Korean new media centre, Nabi, Urban Vibe presented a variety of games that drew from earlier

board games such as chess. One particular project, a chasing game involving camera phones and

MMS-ing called ‘Shoot me if you can’, consisted of two teams pitted against each other, in which

the aim was to ‘shoot’ all the opposing team members without being shot yourself. Drawing from

the video game genre, FPS (first person shooter), ‘Shoot me if you can’ replaced the guns with

the camera phone, bullets substituted for photos. Pictures of the opposing team members were

then sent to back to the master who decided who won. Drawing from urban game innovators,

Blast Theory (UK), ‘Shoot me if you can’ consisted of members running around a busy shopping

district of Seoul, Myeong-Dong.

While in some ways being a simple appropriation of an FPS game into an urban setting, ‘Shoot

me if you can’ reflected some not-so-simple conundrums facing contemporary ICTs. Some photos

arrived at the master’s phone later than they should have done because of conflicting telecommu-

nication service providers. Also, human error meant that often delays were caused. In short, ‘Shoot

me if you can’ highlights the fact that in an age of immediacy, processes of delay (both intentional

and unintentional) are an inherent factor. The result was a game in which both immediacy and

delay were part of the experience, with unexpected moments like ‘waiting for immediacy’ becom-

ing the poetics of delay. This frustration surrounding technological lag and desires for instanta-

neity has often played an important part in the gameplay of urban games, and many projects have

incorporated this issue as part of the gameplay strategy (Hjorth, 2008). Once again, we are

reminded of the disruptive tactics of the dérive. Urban mobile games challenge conventions

around gaming, and incorporate the relational, contingent, and fleeting – this is further extended

by the phoneur tactics of LBMGs.

Location-based mobile games

Location-based mobile games (LBMGs) are games played with mobile phones that are equipped

with location awareness (i.e. GPS) and internet connection. Like urban games, LBMGs use the
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urban space as their game space. But unlike urban games, LBMGs add the factor of location-aware

interconnectivity between players, as well as the linking of information to places. Although

LBMGs might have an online component, the game takes place primarily in the physical space.

Players can see each other and/or virtual game elements on their mobile screen. Two examples

of LBMGs are CitiTag and CitySneak.

Organized by the Open University’s Knowledge Media Institute (KMi) in Bristol in 2004,

CitiTag has been described as a wireless location-based multiplayer game, designed to enhance

spontaneous social interaction and novel experiences. Extending the old schoolyard ‘tag’ game,

players are equipped with a GPS-WiFi-enabled iPaq Pocket PC to help search out opposing

team members to tag. Whilst reading the Pocket PC, players need to negotiate the difference

between enemies online and offline. If a player gets tagged they need a friend to set them free.

Sometimes innocent bystanders get tagged because they look like they are in the offline position

corresponding with the online coordinates. In this way, CitiTag’s gameplay openly acknowl-

edges the confusion and delay between online and offline worlds as part of the game, serving

to further blur the boundaries between gamespace and physical space through the contingencies

of urbanity. The role of the phoneur – as part of the informational network of the city – inverts

the flâneur’s role as the wanderer of the physical cityscape. This inversion can also be seen in

the game CitySneak.

In Robert Sweeny and Ryan Patton’s CitySneak (2010), the goal of the game is to navigate the

cityscape without being ‘seen’ by surveillance cameras (Sweeny and Patton, 2010). Equipped with

a GPS mobile phone, players must observe the cameras in the designated game space. If players

move within the designated fields of camera visibility, their phone ‘controller’ notifies them that

they have been ‘seen,’ and the game is over. According to Sweeny and Patton, ‘CitySneak is

designed to enable understanding and navigation of the urban landscape through play’ (2010: 205).

Here, the surveillance experienced by the phoneur in a typical US cityspace-cum-informational-

network becomes part of an inversion of contemporary urban big brother. Hybrid reality games

further extend this phoneur gameplay of the informational, online networks fusing with the phys-

ical space by deploying 3D virtual worlds.

Hybrid reality games

Hybrid reality games (HRGs) draw from urban games and LBMGs, transforming the city into the

game canvas through player interaction in a physical space. However, the key difference is that

HRGs have a 3D virtual world component that corresponds with the physical space. The shared

game experience among multiple users is what creates the hybrid reality. As urban mobile gaming

expert de Souza e Silva (2006) notes, hybrid reality games have three main characteristics: (1) they

are mobile, (2) they are multi-user, and (3) they create a new gaming spatial logic that circumna-

vigates physical and virtual spaces simultaneously.

One of the pioneering groups in HRGs is British group Blast Theory, and two of their key

projects were ‘Can you see me now?’ and ‘I like Frank’. ‘Can you see me now?’ was initiated at the

University of Nottingham’s Mixed Reality Lab in 2001 and continued to be played – at different

times – in various city context such as London, Tokyo and Barcelona up until 2008. In what is

viewed as the first hybrid reality game, street players chase online players who are also running the

streets – equipped with a GPS device, a walkie-talkie, and a handheld computer, which shows a 2D

map of the city, and the position of online players. Online players are at remote computer terminals

that show 3D representations of the same city space, and use their avatars to show the street players
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where they are. Both types of players, although occupying differentiated spaces – one physical, the

other virtual – can meet in the same hybrid space created by the game.

In 2004, Blast Theory conducted a residency in Adelaide (Australia) at the Australian Network

for Art and Technology (ANAT) that provided a platform for another Blast Theory and Mixed

Reality Lab collaboration, ‘I like Frank’. In order to play, people had to register with Blast Theory

for a 60-minute experience as street players. The game included street players (who used the

mobile phone interface to navigate the physical cityscape of Adelaide through a 2D onscreen map),

as well as online players. Online players could play from anywhere in the world using a home com-

puter, internet connection, and web interface to navigate a digital 3D model of Adelaide in which

they could locate the position of street players in the 3D world and communicate with them via text

messages. The goal of the game for both types of players was to find the character/player named

Frank in his office. Guided by the online players, the street players try to find the office.

Finally there was Mogi, the first commercial HRG. Released in Japan and developed by

NewtGames from 2003 to 2006, Mogi deployed mobile phones (keitai) equipped with GPS. Using

the player’s relative position in physical space to construct a game space in Tokyo, the aim of Mogi

was to collect virtual creatures and objects, spread out in the city, using the players’ mobile phones.

Players could collect these virtual objects and creatures when they were within 400 m of them.

Additionally, these collected virtual artefacts could be exchanged between players. In 2004, Mogi

had 1000 active users who paid just under two dollars a month to subscribe, surmounting to over

70,000 objects collected and messages sent during the first year. While users could log in anytime,

the ‘hunt time’ generally occurred during the day, from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., while the mail and trade

peak occurred after 8 p.m. (Licoppe and Guillot, 2006; Licoppe and Inada, 2006). In Mogi, the

phoneur gameplay tactics help to rediscover the role of community in informing a sense of place.

Having outlined the three main genres of urban mobile gaming, we now turn to the case study of

South Korean group, Dotplay. Through this study we can gain an insight into some of the sub-

versive qualities of urban mobile gaming, as well as how this re-enacts older hacking and experi-

mental practices (such as the New Games Movement and dérive) that help to found key principles

within video games. Here we see that technologies are open to social, linguistic, and cultural nuan-

ces that shape the ways in which the technologies are used – highlighting that games and play are

inevitably linked to, and shaped by, the local.

The soft power of hacking: A case study of South Korean collective
Dotplay

Heralded for its innovation around ICTs, and as a key example of the 21st-century ubiquitous city

boasting some of the highest broadband rates in the world (OECD, 2006), Seoul has often been

held up as an example of the future in the present. With the world’s best technonationalist (that

is, government policies around technology and industry) policies (West, 2006), Seoul provides

a perfect backdrop for exploring the possibilities and limits of urban mobile gaming. This fact was

clearly acknowledged and exploited by the Korean collaborative group, INP. While their afore-

mentioned Urban Vibe project in 2005 clearly engaged with different urban mobile gaming tropes,

it was their latter project, Dotplay, which really challenged the boundaries between mobile media

and play through political and technological subversion of the hardware and software. Dotplay, in

another incarnation under INP, conducted some of the key urban mobile games in Seoul with new

media centre, Nabi, in 2005. INP then formed Dotplay as a group focused upon public workshops

and community collaboration that sought to challenge conventions around mobile media and
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games, especially by evoking hackivist and subversive techniques akin to the dérive notion

discussed earlier.

From the outset, Dotplay is undoubtedly political. The idea of hacking mobile technologies, in a

country in which mobile technologies have figured greatly in techno-nationalist agenda and to

which the symbol of the mobile phone is a motif for national modernity, the rhetoric of Dotplay’s

quasi-manifesto is reminiscent of avant-garde tactics – a hybrid between Dadaist, Surrealist, and SI

strategies. The appropriation of the notion of organization not only parodies the overtly corporate

world of mobile technologies, but is also a nod to such pivotal new media artists as Young Hae

Chang Heavy Industries. There is a long history of art and new media movements (especially

avant-garde) in challenging institutional dogma (Flanagan, 2009).

In December 2006, INP received a grant from Arts Council Korea to conduct its ‘Mobile

Hacking Workshop’ and thus Dotplay was begun. By April of 2007, a Mobile Technology

Workshop was held under the title of ‘Understanding Mobile Hardware’ (conducted by Sungmin

Huh from Mobion Inc.); and by May the group had renamed itself Dotplay. By July, Dotplay was

participating in symposia such as Dislocate 07 (International symposium on art, technology, and

locality) and DAUM Youth Voice Media Conference. At both the DAUM conference and later in

August, Dotplay expanded its repertoire via various mobile hacking workshops. As both a

symbol and a technology, the mobile phone comes under scrutiny in the ever-growing expanding

group of Dotplay, especially through the discursive, participatory practice of workshops.

Dotplay’s series of workshops fused pedagogy with politics, re-energizing the possibilities of

play in challenging the role of technology within society. According to Dotplay’s manifesto-

sounding outline of the organization:

[Dotplay] is a network of local and international media artists, engineers, cultural researchers, and par-

ticipants; maintains a critical perspective on media technology by delivering creative alternative to the

mobile culture; explores and challenges through various forms of happenings, participatory workshop,

open source manuals, exhibitions, performances, and online publications; prefers process-oriented cre-

ation rather than final outcome; welcomes sponsorship and collaboration with art institutions and cor-

porations ... Dotplay is not a research center for media technology, nor mobile contents design firm;

Dotplay does not work for art institutions or corporations; Dotplay deliberately displaces utopian fan-

tasies based on technology; Dotplay disagrees with media art that just uses technology or imitates other

art. (Dotplay, 2007)

Dotplay aims to provide an ‘ideal and imaginative’ Telecom Service in which priority is given to

engineering a ‘politically correct and culturally free service’ rather than ‘traditional emphasis on

economic efficiency (investment wise)’ (2007). For Dotplay, it is important to recognize, deviate,

and revolt from the capitalist and ‘technocentric fantasy’ (2007) by defining new infrastructures –

different kinds of services for different kinds of users. Working towards an official opening and

beta service by 2009, Dotplay’s group is growing as a creative commons for mobile media. The

ideas generated in the workshop will later become the business strategy of Dotplay Telecom.

Dotplay is a great example of teasing out one of the central tenets of new media debates – what

role technology should play in constructions of society, culture, and art. Dotplay is a network of

media artists, technologists, and cultural researchers, and forms a virtual (fictional) mobile tele-

communication organization, ‘Dotplay Telecom’. The core members – Yangachi, Jaekyung Shim,

Miyoun Kim, Soni Park, Saye Min, Hyeri Rhee, and Taeyoon Choi – all provide real free services.

The members are both pragmatic and yet ironic in their development of DIY workshops for

mobile hackers. The idea of users as hackers plays on the so-called UCC (user created content)
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revolution – of which South Korea is supposed to be one of the world leaders. According to the

website, ‘Dotplay Workshop provides access to hack mobile phones, physically, and conceptually

to intervene into mobile device, environment in a physical, social, cultural, political manner in

order to creatively re-intervene the mobile’ (2007).

As one of the most intimate and personal technologies, it is often hard to construct a critical

space in which people can reflect upon the role of mobile technologies in everyday life. It is often

easier to return to older, remediated technologies such as the landline in order to comment on

communications and media via new technologies. As a group dedicated to the analysis, critique,

and play with mobile media, INP – now Dotplay – has held a series of mobile hacking workshops

that seek to free the ‘end-user’ from their bottom position in the circuit of global technology

companies. By December 2007, Dotplay had managed to have a list of workshops and growing

participants in a new form of UCC not encouraged by the multinational telecommunications

companies. Arguably, a new technology becomes fully democratized when it witnesses its first

breed of ‘hackivists’ challenging corporate dogma. The history of gaming, like that of com-

puters, has been one innovated by hackers and hobbyists (Haddon, 1999). The importance of

hacking and subversion as a political voice for the people was an important part of SI and the

New Games Movement and can be seen, more recently, in the culture jamming work of new

media groups such as e-toys. The much publicized example of hacking as a voice for the people

against corporations saw the new media group ‘e-toys’ take on the corporate giant E-toys when

the company tried to shut down e-toys website. This led to a great demonstration of people power

jamming the E-toys website at the busiest time of year (Christmas) and leading to the demise and

bankruptcy of the company.

Examples of technology-assisted ‘people power’ are pointed at constantly – from the camera

journalists of the London bombings to the texting political revolutions of Korea (Kim, 2003) and

the Philippines (Rafael, 2003), and yet the realities of everyday life and growing precarious labour,

along with trends towards ‘full-time intimacy’, provide little space for mobile media literacy and

political action. Although much of the rhetoric around UCC and mobile convergent technologies

seems to suggest media for ‘the people’, the reality of this ‘democratic’ media – comparable to the

webcam revolution – is notably different. While the deployment of social mobile media expands

earlier modes of civic engagement and media, as witnessed by the SMS (short messaging service)

people power revolution in the Philippines (Rafael, 2003) and Korea at the turn of the century

(Rheingold, 2002) and more recent examples in Tunisia (late 2010), Egypt (early 2011) and Iran

(early 2011), it also departs from the previous media by providing various modes of visual and

aural communication with greater affective personalization. Within the highly networked and per-

sonalized worlds of social and mobile media, the capacity for political engagement and its relation-

ship to the personal takes on new forms. Although extending Rheingold’s notion of smart mobs

(2002), social mobile media also provide new spaces for networked, effective civic responses and

affective interpersonal responses. Whilst the notion of people power existed prior to media like

mobile phones and social media, these conduits allow for a new sense of collective affective power

that makes us feel more ‘connected’.

For Korean sociologist Shin Dong Kim (2003: 325) and anthropologist Haejoang Cho (2004),

the rise of a specific type of democracy in Korea has been supported in part by new technologies

such as mobile phones. In Korea, the rhetoric of UCC has been forwarded since the ‘people power’

demonstrations such as elections of ex-President Roh in 2002 and the US beef protests of 2008 as

well as democratic media such as OhMyNews pioneering models of citizen journalism. While Kor-

ea’s model of networked, mobile media can be seen as indicative of the ‘smart mob’ (Rheingold,
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2002) phenomenon whereby new media affords types of civic engagement, other narratives being

played out around media agency and civic engagement can be found. Specifically, in 2009,

Korea’s long history in viewing new media as a form of democracy (H Kim, 2010; SD Kim,

2003) was challenged with its own localized wikileaks in the form of the blogger Park

Dae-sung (known as ‘Minerva’). In April 2009 Minerva was arrested – much like what happened

with Julian Assange more recently – under so-called leaks and insider information about govern-

ment documents. Minerva had exposed many events about the President Kim financial admin-

istration, so much so that some of his comments operated presciently. After his arrest, many

younger Koreans were suddenly seeing the democratic space of the online being transformed

into a government-regulated dark space. Accordingly to some reports Minerva – or the ‘Prophet

of Doom’ – was charged and acquitted for spreading false information that supposedly intention-

ally depressed market sentiment (Abell, 2009). Whilst the arrest occurred after much of

Dotplay’s workshops, it does suggest that there was an undercurrent of ideologies around new

media that where challenging its democratic possibilities.

Moreover, in the case of South Korea, the hacking of mobile phones – and particularly the

holding of workshops through which to teach budding hackivists – not only sends a symbolic

message, it also has practical implications that could have disastrous outcomes in terms of acci-

dentally making contact with North Korea (an offence leading to a court martial). From

transformer-like toys to sculptures reminiscent of Brancusi, the works of Dotplay demonstrate that

there is much more to mobile media, as new media, than is currently being deployed. For Dotplay,

the ‘end-user’ is far from the user-agency idea of a prosumer or ‘produser’ (Bruns, 2005). Rather,

telecommunication companies still exert a trickle-down model of industry. For Dotplay, it is

important to reinstate a bubble-up, grass-roots model for mobile media as new media.

Dotplay reconnects new media to the socio-political dimensions that made such an important

discourse in the first place; reminding us that technology is as much cultural and social, and thus

political, as it is a functional tool. They remind us of earlier practices such as the Surrealism and SI

in their subversion of the ‘normal’ function objects and spaces. Dotplay demonstrates that far from

the mobile (phone) setting us free, it has further entrapped us into various erosions between work

and leisure. But, maybe, through setting the mobile technology free we can, in turn, become more

mobile by mobilizing new media.

Through mobile media gaming projects such as Dotplay, we can further explore the dimensions

of new media as well as investigating the overlap between social, political, and creative labour

practices so prevalent in contemporary life. As Dotplay exemplifies, the politics of playing with

mobile media – from the software and hardware to the use of mobility in a broader sense –

highlights that play, games, and technology are informed by the socio-cultural and local. Urban

mobile games thus provide a lens on the history of games, at the same time as they provide a canvas

for future practices. Game on?

Conclusion: The haptically mobile in games

In this article I have explored some of the issues surrounding the terrain occupied by mobile games,

which impact upon how we differentiate between categories such as ‘casual’ and ‘hardcore’.

Through the first generation of urban mobile games over the past decade, cartographies of place

have been infused by the migration of different notions of co-presence. With geomobile software

such as foursquare arguably becoming an essential part of the smartphone technoscape, this will

impact upon how place, play and culture intersect. Such phenomena raise questions about the
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cultural specificity of notions like privacy and what constitutes ‘participation’. LBS games like

foursquare in the West demonstrate distinct types of urban play that differ from its Chinese coun-

terpart such as jie pang, highlighting the way in which place inflects notions like privacy, identity

and autonomy differently. As the smartphone evolution grows, questions about the locality of

networked cultures (Gordon and de Souza e Silva, 2011) will become increasingly salient. In this

article, through the case study of Dotplay, I have attempted to identify some pertinent issues

relating to the politics of place in the light of urban mobile gaming as it migrates from an experi-

mental activity towards a part of everyday technocultural reality.

Here I have explored the various ways in which urban mobile gaming has emerged as a

dominant form of practice in rewriting the intersections between gaming, play, and place. With

three genres – urban gaming (or Big Games), LBGM/LAGM, and hybrid realities – urban mobile

gaming can help to relocate a sense of place that is missing in many video games. They offer a

chance to transform an urban setting into a game space, demonstrating that urban spaces are

inherently playful (de Souza e Silva, 2006).

The game of mobile media – whether it be engaging with camera phone imagery or whether it

take the form of urban mobile gaming in which interactivity and engagement are navigated by both

visuality and haptics – is undoubtedly changing how we think about place, co-presence and new

media. Through the lens of paradoxes that encompass virtual and actual, online and offline, haptic

and visual, and delay and immediacy, some lessons about 20th-century media and gaming practice

can be learnt.

For anyone that has participated in an urban mobile game, they will quickly identify the lack of

coherence between online and offline co-presence. As we have seen, this feature often becomes an

integral part of gameplay. The more we try to partake in practices of immediacy, the more we

succumb to processes of delay. While LAMG projects are invaluable in demonstrating the

importance of place and specificity in a period of global technologies, they also serve to high-

light one of the greatest paradoxes of mobile media – that is, the paradox of co-presence. One

example can be found in the aims of 20th-century technology to overcome difference and dis-

tance, from the geographic and physical to the cultural and psychological. This attempt to over-

come distance and difference sees the opposite result, the overcoming of closeness.

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, a place is only partly constituted by the physical and

geographic. The emotional, psychological, and social dimensions of place are what give it sig-

nificance. Australian phenomenologist Michael Arnold therefore argues that mobile media must be

understood as inherently Janus-faced in nature; that is, they both push and pull us, setting us free to

roam and yet attach us to an invisible perpetual leash (2003). For Arnold, the Janus-faced phenom-

enon is an example of what Martin Heidegger characterized as ‘un-distance’ (distance mediated by

closeness). Within un-distance lies the paradox: the more we try to overcome distance, the more we

overcome closeness.

Un-distance can be seen today in the practice of mobile media, particularly LAGM/LBGM proj-

ects that rely on the so-called immediacy or instantaneity of the networked. However, one could

argue that un-distance has been perpetuated by the primacy of the visual within 20th-century ‘tele’

media (such as the telephone and television). This phenomenon has arguably been disrupted by

mobile media’s emphasis on the haptic as a mediator of the online and the offline, and how these

practices subvert spaces as well as extending the possibilities of gaming. On this basis Richardson

(2007) disavows the dominance of the ocular-centricism (visual) prevalent in ‘new media screen

technologies’ in favour of ‘the spatial, perceptual and ontic effects’ (2007: 205) of mobile media.

Departing from what Lucas Introna and Fernando Ilharco (2004) characterize as the multiple
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‘screen-ness’ inhabiting contemporary life, Richardson instead argues that the mobile screen

challenges ‘any notion of a disembodied telepresence’ deployed by much screen-based media

(Richardson, 2007: 210); and in turn, we can ‘see emergent spatial ontologies of a kind never

before experienced in such a collective and interactive fashion’ (2007: 214).

Although Richardson argues for a future in mobile media, particularly LAMG, where the virtual

and the actual become seamless in their ‘glaze-like’ engagement, there is much debate about the

correlation between online and offline identity, and around how this is tailored by the local. It is

undoubtedly these features that give the mobile its sense of place in the world and which, in turn,

make them exciting propositions for gaming. Far from eroding a sense of home and kinship ties,

mobile technologies are reinforcing notions of locality and place. Indeed mobile, networked

technologies – under the rubric of mobile media – not only transform how we experience place in

everyday life, they also highlight that place is more than just physical, geographic notion. Thus

despite the burgeoning of numerous forms of mobility – geographic, technological, socio-

economic and physical – as part of global forces, mobile media are helping to facilitate the signifi-

cance of place (Hjorth, 2005). That is, place as a space that is not only geographic and physical but

evokes cartographies of the imaginary, emotional, mnemonic and psychological.
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